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ABSTRACT
This research examines two prominent theologians of the Assyrian Church of the East
who responded to Islam’s perennial objections to the Christian Trinity and Christology.
The theologians in question are Abū al-Faraj ʽAbd Allāh Ibn al-Ṭayyib (d. 1043/434)
and Bishop Iliyyā of Nisibis (d. 1046/437).

Both men were characterized by a

remarkable literary production marking them out among the intellectual elite of their
day as polymaths.
The research discusses the two theologians as examples of Christian theological
response in the Arab Muslim milieu. Ibn al-Ṭayyib, though recognized as an exegete,
has not been noted for his contribution to Muslim-Christian discourse. The thesis
identifies his response in his theological treatises. Though he did not engage with a
specific dialogue partner nor even mention Islam explicitly, the questions he considered
correspond unmistakably to the themes of the Muslim-Christian interface. The research
features this implicit defence of divine unity in Ibn al-Ṭayyib’s theological
formulations. Iliyyā of Nisibis, on the other hand, enjoyed a productive dialogue with
the Shi’īte Vizier (Minister of State) of the Marwanid Dynasty (located in eastern Syria
and Western Turkey today). The research highlights the ‘agnostic inquisitiveness’ of
Abū al-Qāsim in tandem with the tawḥīd rhetoric of Iliyyā which occasioned one of the
most promising examples of Muslim-Christian discourse of the medieval period known
as The Sessions. Other works of Iliyyā are also considered.
Both theologians dealt with critical questions posed by Muslim intellectuals
concerning the Christian definition of divine unity in light of their Trinitarian and
Christological formulations. The Christians claim divine unity (tawḥīd) as a correct
descriptor of their view as they seek to secure the inclusion of their community in the
fold of monotheism. Key questions include the definition of the Trinitarian hypostases
and their relation to the divine essence (How can God be one and three?). The nature of

the union of divinity and humanity in Christ is equally critical given that Muslims
viewed the incarnation as an egregious example of shirk (associating the Creator with
the created — polytheism). The two theologians borrowed from and developed the
theological constructs of their predecessors as demonstrated by the thesis. Other topics
include: the shaping of theological constructs by the Muslim milieu, lexical
amendments due to Arabic and Islamic terminology, the duality of the hypostases in
Christ proffered by the Church of the East (‘Nestorian’) and social and political
implications of Christian adherence to divine unity. The research concludes with a
discussion of implications of divine Trinitarian unity in today’s Arab Muslim world.

